
 
  

 

 

 

↑Check more information and videos 

Hyper Krome Ag EZ Kit Manual 
Thank you for purchasing Hyper Krome Ag EZ Kit. 

Read this instruction manual carefully and throughly before using the appliance, and then use it correctly. 

SHOW UP developed a new more excellent product, which name is Hyper Krome Ag EZ Kit! 

 Its adherence is much more advanced and its light stability becomes much better, and SHOW UP succeed to restrain 

the yellowing from the oxidation of the silver plating   

 

Contents 
Hyper Krome Ag 50g 
Basecolor black for Hyper Krome Ag EZ 90g 
Hardener for basecolor black for Hyper Krome Ag EZ 14.5g 
Thinner for basecolor black for Hyper Krome Ag EZ 90g 
Topcoat clear for Hyper Krome Ag EZ 100g 
Hardener for topcoat clear for Hyper Krome Ag EZ 13g 
Thinner for topcoat clear for Hyper Krome Ag EZ 80g 
 

1. Spraying Base color black for Hyper Krome Ag EZ  

dilution rate: basecolor black 6 : 1 hardener (50 – 100% of thnner) 

Regarding Hyper Krome Ag, the more mirror plating the base color’s surface is, the more beautiful the silver plating appears. 

First of all, make preparation of painting basecolor black as usual. Then painting basecolor black carefully not to put dusts. 

After painting basecolor black, forced dry to make stuff to be 60 – 70 degrees for about 1 hour, and dry at ordinary 

temperature for 24 – 36 hours. Please don’t touch during the drying process. Fingerprints could come out after the 

final stage with topcoat clear if touch a little. 

 
2. Spraying Hyper Krome Ag 

Put undiluted solution of Hyper Krome Ag in a spray gun. (you don’t have to dilute it with thinner or something.) 

Air blowing the base color black to remove dusts without touching then spraying Hyper Krome Ag. 

Please use any guns, which caliber is 0.6mm ~ 0.8mm, its discharge is 1.5 ~ 2.0 rotation, the air pressure is 0.5 ~ 0.8Mpa 

and the spacing is 20 ~ 25cm. Please spray Hyper Krome Ag with from semi dry to semi wet 4 – 5 times. 

Please take intervals for about 5 minutes and don’t cool the temperature of the room and the stuff. 

Silver plating gradually appears during the drying process even though deep brown appears just after Hyper Krome Ag 

painting.  

Please dry to make stuff to be about 60 degrees for about 1 hour and dry at ordinary temperature for 6 - 12 

hours after spraying Hyper Krome Ag. 

 

3. Spraying topcoat clear for Hyper Krome Ag EZ becomes tighten on  

dilution rate: topcoat clear 8 : 1 hardener (50 – 75% of thnner) 

Spraying topcoat clear for Hyper Krome Ag on complete dried Hyper Krome Ag. 



Hyper Krome Ag EZ Kit becomes more tighten on the adhesion and the control of UV light, and this topcoat clear looks 

yellowness at first but it’s going to be clearer during the drying process. 

Super dry spraying the topcoat clear with the discharge of 0.5 rotation about a couple of times, and its interval is about 5 

minutes. 

Forced Dry at 60 degrees for about 1 hour and dry at ordinary temperature for 6 – 12 hours after the top coat 

clear super dry painting. 

Furthermore, dry topcoat clear painting once, semi wet painting twice, and wet painting once and finish all. 

Each interval should be 5 minutes. 

 
Setting guide of a spray gun for Hyper Krome Ag 

Gun’s caliber Discharge Spacing Air pressure 

0.6~0.8mm 1.0～1.5 rotation 15～20cm 0.5~0.8Mpa 

 

 

 
Notice: 
 superdry painting(mist of first step) – dry painting(second step) – semiwet painting(third step of light painting 

without gloss third step) – wet(final painting for gloss) 
 Recommendation using within 6 months after purchasing the products 
 Please keep this product in the room. Especially in winter and at extremely cold regions. 
 Hyper Krome Ag is affected by humidity. Silver reaction of Hyper Krome Ag could be damaged by moisture. 

Please don’t paint on a rainy day if possible. 
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